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The OREX automatic slack adjuster 
maintains the adjustment of the 
brakes as the friction material wears 
and adjusts the brakes accordingly. 
It is important that the automatic 
slack adjuster is set up correctly as if 
not serious consequences will 
result. 
 
With the new ADR38/04 
specifications relies on the correct 
fitment and adjustment of the 
automatic slack adjuster. The OREX 
automatic slack adjuster to suit BPW 
axles has a distance from centre of 
the S-Cam to the centre of the clevis 
pin of 120mm, 135mm, 150mm, 
165mm and 180mm increment 
settings according to the setup of 
the brakes. 
 
The first step is to set the brake 
adjustment between the brake 
lining and the brake drum. This is 
measured with a rule or tape 
measure. 
 

 
Fig 1 

First secure the vehicle (Chock the 
wheels). Cage the brakes on the 
trailer. Place the rule on the clevis 
pin and pull back on the slack 
adjuster until it stops moving and 
measure the distance the clevis pin 
has moved as seen in (Fig 1). This 
measured movement must be 
between 10% -15% of the distance 
from the centre of the S-Cam to the 
centre of the clevis pin. 
 
If the clevis pin is fitted to the third 
hole up from the bottom (150mm) 
then you need to set the measured 
slack (clevis pin movement) to 
between 15mm & 22mm.  
If the clevis pin movement is too 
little use a 12mm socket on the 
adjustment hex head nut CW and 
adjust the nut until the correct 
measurement is achieved.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
If the clevis pin movement is too 
much adjust the nut CCW until the 
correct measurement is achieved.  
 

 
Fig 2 
 
The next step is set the gap between 
the brake lining and the brake drum. 
Below is the correct movement 
depending what hole the clevis pin 
is located. 
 
120mm hole - Clevis movement 
between 12-18mm. 
135mm hole – Clevis movement 
between 14-20mm. 
150mm hole – Clevis movement 
between 15-22mm. 
165mm hole – Clevis movement 
between 17-24mm. 
180mm hole – Clevis movement 
between 18-27mm. 
 
The next step is to set the point at 
which the automatic slack adjuster 
adjusts to maintain the gap between 
the brake lining and brake drum in 
the correct settings. This is achieved 
via the distance plate shown in 
(Fig2). 
 
With the trailer brakes now released 
the arrow on the distance plate 
must be in line with the notch of the 
automatic slack adjuster body.  
 
If they do not line up loosen the two 
nuts holding the distance plate to 
the S-Cam mount and rotate the 
distance plate until they line up. 
Tighten the two nuts holding the 
distance plate.  
 
If there is not enough movement, 
then swap around to left or right to 
allow more movement. 
 
The automatic slack adjuster needs 
two settings and this is achieved 
below. 
 

 The first setting the gap 
between the brake shoe 
and the brake drum – the 
automatic slack adjuster 
gap. 

 
 

 The second setting the 
point at which the 
automatic slack adjuster 
adjusts itself to maintain 
the correct adjustment in 
the operation of the 
vehicle. 

 
Failure to set the correct adjustment 
point means that on the first brake 
application the automatic slack 
adjuster tries to adjust itself and 
often the result is that over 
adjustment resulting is dragging 
brakes. 
 
If the brake system has had a brake 
reline then the setting of the slack 
adjuster should return to the correct 
position and will simply need to be 
checked. 
 
Next step is to set the wear 
indicator which is the plastic lever 
on the side of the slack adjuster 
body which indicate brake linings 
wear. 
If new linings have been replaced 
and the automatic slack adjuster has 
been correctly set, we then loosen 
the main nut holding the slack 
adjuster to the S-Cam. Rotate the 
indicator until it is vertical and then 
retighten the main nut. (See Fig 3). 
 
Fig 3 

 
 
Finally, the position of the indicator 
will now show the remaining brake 
linings life. The 90-degree 
movement to horizontal indicates 
that the brake linings are worn out 
and need replacing. If the 
movement through 45degrees 
indicates the linings are 50% worn 
of their life expectancy. (See Fig 3). 


